Hunting Catalogue

Live the emotion of unique moments

Dear shooters and hunters,
It is with great pleasure that I personally introduce our new
catalogue to you.

Follow your instinct

I hope you will find it comprehensive and easy to read. We are
very proud of the growing interest in the Zoli brand and feel it
is time to improve the quality of our communication. The objective is to enlighten the shooting and hunting fraternity about
our company and the innovative products we are manufacturing.
We are very happy and feel rewarded that an ever growing
number of people are using our guns with satisfaction and are
achieving better results than ever before. This is a very encouraging trend and gives us an incentive to continue our work with
enthusiasm and dedication. A commitment that presents difficult challenges but is well compensated by the satisfaction we
get from the ever growing victories accomplished at national
and international level by our loyal clients.
We firmly believe that innovation and tradition can and must
co-exist and it is for this reason that our products, while technologically advanced still retain the universal principles of the
most classical gun making traditions. As a result, Zoli’s guns are
highly evolved as far as materials and technology are concerned
but offer a very classical, highly refined design. In this catalogue
we are very proud to introduce the latest generation of guns,
researched and built on the basis of a simple philosophical concept: Quality must never be compromised or sacrificed.
Shooters and hunters who have been using Zoli’s guns for some
time already appreciate the characteristics that make our products unique. Our success is also due to the generous and positive feedback offered by clients who, after using our guns feel
the need to share their experiences.
Their endorsement and support has led to the strong growth
of our brand, taking it to a new level within the top market
segment. I hope you find this catalogue interesting and informative.
Thank you and warmest regards,
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Game O/U Shotguns

Barrel soldering

Barrels
Zoli have manufactured guns for more than 70 years and we commenced manufacturing our own barrels in-house more than 55 years
ago. The ballistic performance of our barrels is legendary and the envy
of all other shotgun manufacturers. Our extensive experience has always
been underpinned by on-going research making it possible to ensure
matchless ballistic performance with reduced recoil. Our years of intense
ballistic and materials testing enables us to provide superior pattern distribution with higher energy yet softer recoil. Only Zoli barrels achieve
this and we are willing to pit our barrels against any other makers barrels
- any time.

Zoli was the first company in
the world to develop an industrial process to silver solder
shotgun and rifle barrels. This
technique guarantees the most
precise and durable joining of
barrels compared to the more traditional
approach which employs tin alloys. Further
advantages include a more homogeneous assembly
providing a drastic reduction of micro-vibrations contributing to reduced recoil when shooting and the ability
of guaranteeing point of impact.
Additionally a highly durable chemical blueing can be
used to help retain the aesthetics of the gun for years.
Today all Zoli barrels are made with this exclusive
technique.

Locking System
All of Zoli’s guns are equipped with a particularly robust locking system consisting of a split locking bolt that mates accurately with
the locking lugs of the mono block. The central position of the
locking system in relation to the mono block axis ensures maximum
tightness. Such a design requires the employment of spark erosion
[EDM machining] techniques that allow extremely close tolerances.
Even with extensive shooting, the joint between barrel and action is
maintained over long periods due to the axis pins being positioned in
the lower part of the barrel itself and the bottom lug engaging with the
action body.

Forged Components
The action, trigger plate and monoblock form
the foundation of the gun. Such components
are all made using forged alloy steel. Amongst
these components, the new solid action is the
most important and innovative. Because the
trigger plate mechanism is completely independent from the action, it does not
sustain the stress and strain that could affect the adjustment of the firing mechanism.
High adjustment standards are therefore guaranteed
even under prolonged heavy use. The detachable trigger mechanism also facilitates easy maintenance. Each and every machined part is
checked for correct dimensions.

Trigger System
All Zoli Guns are fitted with a hand detachable Zoli Design Trigger system.
Hammers, sears and triggers plates are precision CNC machined, specially
hardened and ground. All trigger shoes are adjustable fore and aft.
This complex assembly is then tested and hand fitted
by expert gunsmiths.

Percussion system
Zoli’s percussion system has been designed to the highest
standards of safety that technology can offer. The firing pin
is guided by a specially made bushing that ensures its perfect
operation. The bushing is also provided with vent holes, to
allow any gas produced by the accidental
perforation of the cartridge
primer to escape, without
damage to the gun or injury
to the user.
10

Z-Guns series trigger assemblies (Z-Expedition, Pernice and Custom
line) have their critical parts Titanium Nitrate treated and the
powerful main coil springs are coated with a self lubricating material
for maximum corrosion resistance and minimum wear.
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Custom Shop
Zoli Antonio has been building sporting firearms
since 1945. Since we are passionate about what
we do, we never stop researching and believe
that innovation and traditions can or rather,
must co-exist.
Our products are technologically advanced
but we respect all the important gun making
principles. Zoli’s guns are revolutionary from a
mechanical standpoint but classic in look and
design. They reflect the principles of gun making
that generated exquisite pieces in the past - real
works of art that only skilled craftsmen could
produce to be appreciated by a few discerning
sportsmen.
Since 1980 the Zoli Custom Shop has built
sporting firearms that range from the fine to the
fantastic. Zoli custom firearms have been crafted
for and with the input of the finest hunters and
shooters. Our Masterworks line is geared toward
the creation of products that are able to satisfy
the most demanding tastes. All this is possible
only by combining the latest technologies with
refined finishes and great attention to detail,
typical of the highest traditions in gun making.
12

Custom Shop
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Over & Under Game Line

Columbus
The Columbus comes in different versions suitable for traditional walk
up hunting as well as woodcock, rabbit and wild boar hunting.

The Columbus field O/U shotgun is another product resulted from
the “Classic Revolution” ZOLI embraced at the turn of the century to
completely renew its offer. The shotgun has been totally upgraded from
a technical and cosmetic standpoint. Now it comes with technical features which used to be found only on high grade guns manufactured in
small volumes such as solid action, detachable trigger group, Boss-type
locking system and silver soldered barrels which capitalize on 50 years
of experience and set new ballistic standards.
Cosmetically the shotgun competes with the best hunting guns on the
market thanks to its refined engraving, stock in select walnut, fine checkering, rubber butt plate and compact dimensions.

The trigger group can be quickly removed from the solid action using a
small wrench supplied with the gun. The trigger group is easy to replace
and service when needed. Every side of the Columbus action features
elegant game scene engraving.
The “Columbus” comes with a pheasant in flight engraved on the bottom while flying partridges and ducks embellish the sides. In the “Columbus Gold” the scenes are the same as the Columbus, but in gold.
20
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Nobile

Nobile features an elegant english scroll engraving. The Churchill
style top rib and the solid side ribs provide to this model a refined
line. The wood of selected turkish walnut with fine cut checkering

are equipped with a wooden butt plate.
Nobile comes with interchangable chokes and on demand with fixed
chokes option.

Z-Expedition
Ready for world travel or the local quail field, the Expedition offers exquisite full coverage deep scroll engraving framing gold game
scenes in deep relief (partridge on one side and woodcock on the
other) and a french gray finish.
Stocks are of grade 2.75 fancy turkish walnut with fine cut check-
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ering and hand rubbed oil finish. butt plates are finely checkered.
either english grip or pow stocks are available. Trigger mechanism
and chokes are specially titanium nitrite treated and impervious to
rust and corrosion. Every Z Expedition comes with five choke tubes
and special hard case with all tools and spare parts kit.
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Pernice
The range Pernice (partridge) is the most recent example of Zoli’s commitment to manufacture a new range of guns exclusively dedicated
to hunting. Pernice was inspired by the most classical gunsmith tradition, reinterpreting the theme of the round body in particular. Since the
beginning, Pernice has communicated a refined elegance and has managed to remain modern in spite of fashion evolution, fully expressing the
tradition while combining its well-known aesthetic appeal with an evolved manufacturing technique. In the US, Pernice has been awarded Best
Hunting Gun of the Year 2017 by Gray’s Sporting Journal. Pernice is available in 20, 28 and 410 gauge – a set including all three gauges is also
available.
Pernice is fitted with the following:
• silver soldered barrel with full, Churchill-type rib
• Prince of Wales stock, oil polished, full fine checkering
• real Round Body action – round on every side, unique for this type of gun - made from a forged, alloy steel monoblock
• detachable trigger group with titanium-coated components, anti corrosion. Self- lubricating springs, also anti corrosion, ensuring a lasting performance
• a refined, handmade engraving by renowned ‘Bottega Incisioni’
The engraving more in detail
The engraving for Pernice round body was studied in cooperation with Bottega Incisioni, an active presence in the engraving art scene for more
than 60 years and famous all over the world for its prestigious and refined work. The signature ‘Bottega Incisioni’ stands out on every Pernice
action, to certify its authenticity. The engraving is initially machined, then entirely hand finished. It depicts a low relief ornate with some
intertwined leaves of Acanthus Spinosus, a plant that has deeply cut leaves. Acanthus appears also in Greek architecture, ornating Corinthian
columns, of which the oldest example is found in the Apollo Epicurus temple in Peloponnese. The engraving on Pernice is low relief in the darker
areas, in order to make them stand out, complemented by the stipple technique (dots). A shadowing technique is applied to the leaves, to
obtain the right amount of movement and volume. The leaves develop from a weave that stems from the stock towards the barrel, ideally
following the typical shapes of a round body gun.

Pernice Ambassador

The Pernice Ambassador model is identifiable thanks to the action and monoblock manufactured by master artisans with the
chisel technique, the hand shaped and engraved safety, the Antonio Zoli name engraved in gold on the monoblock and
the top rib hand checkered. The result is immediately recognisable: a round action with perfect volumes and lines that
harmoniously fit with the upgrade quality wood.
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O/U Express Double Rifle &
Rifle Shotguns Combination

Focus

Focus Lux

feature optic fiber inserts which favor intuitive aiming. The Focus is
available with either single trigger or double triggers with set trigger,
extractors/ejectors and extra sets of barrels in the following configurations: two rifled-bore barrels, two smooth-bore barrels in 20 Mag or a
smooth bore barrel + a rifled bore barrel.

ZOLI is proud of being the Italian company with the longest and most
prestigious tradition in building express rifles and rifle/shotgun combination guns. The ZOLI Focus is the third generation of express rifles
sold throughout the world. Its structure, look, ballistic performance and
dynamic embody the know-how acquired over the last 40 years by the
company. Every gun in the Focus line comes with a reinforced action
body made from a solid block of forged steel. The trigger system is
mounted on a detachable plate, a feature never seen on express rifles before, which helps relieve both trigger and plate from structural stresses.

The stock on the “Focus” features a round cheek piece, a Bavarian
cheek piece on the “Focus Lux””. The wooden butt plates are always
finely checkered. Thanks to their handling characteristics and stability
the guns in the Focus line are ideal for driven hunts and hunts in small
areas. When provided with one or two extra sets of barrels they become
perfect hunting companions for almost every situation.

Every Focus comes with a top rib fitted for the ZOLI fast scope mount,
a fixed rear sight and a blade sight adjustable in height. Both sights
28
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Corona

Corona SP

The “Revolution 4” project provides several types of cocking mechanism. The most innovative one is represented by the version with manual cocking (CORONA SP), which allows one to cock the gun by pushing
forward the special button positioned at the rear part of the action. This
system, which is unique to the Zoli range, is capable of cocking both
barrels at the same time and is equipped with a sophisticated safety
device. This device avoids accidental discharge due to violent shocks,
breakage or disengagement of the sears.
The barrels are silver soldered, the stock features a traditional Bavarian cheek piece, the swallow-tail rib has been specifically designed for
the ZOLI fast detachable scope mounts. A second set of smooth bore
barrels in 20mag can always be fitted to every gun. The Corona comes
in two versions the Corona and Corona SP with hand cocking system.

ZOLI was the first Italian company to produce rifle/shotgun combination guns in the early 60s and has manufactured over 85,000 units ever
since. The current line known as “Corona” clearly capitalizes on the
experience ZOLI has made over the years. The mechanical and ballistic
performances of the guns as well as the safety features are second to
none. The cocking system can be either manual or traditional, the former being provided with the exclusive ZOLI “ISD” device which stops
the hammer travel in case of accidental percussion.
The percussion system comes with the “PPS” device that protects the
hunter from gas generated by accidental explosions of perforated cartridges. The set trigger is more sensitive and precise thanks to a tiny
screw that has simplified its regualtion.
30
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Bolt Action Rifle Line

Bolt Action Rifle Line Tech
The New Manual Cocking system available
on models Evolution and Evolution Exclusive
is the best available for this category.
This new manual cocking system has been
studied to be ergonomic, silent and intuitive,
conferring better comfort and safety.

Removable magazine

The new Removable magazine that comes in
3 different models, to better adaptto all the
calibers on offer. The magazine also contributes
to the improved smooth feeding.

Receiver and Bolt

are both made from solid
steel bars using CNC
machines and than undergo
surface hardening treatment.
The recoil lug is an integral
part of the bar stock used
to produce the receiver thus
giving added strength and
increased accuracy.

Trigger mechanism (Evolution)

introduces a new and innovative trigger
mechanism made from a single, solid
steel block. The trigger can work
flawlessly thanks to the use of steel
balls and pistons, instead of the more
traditional levers, making it more
precise, softer and safer to use.

Trigger mechanism (Bavarian & Pro S)
is available with set trigger, it’s entirely made using CNC machines. It comes with the ISS safety

system offering the following advantages;
1)It cannot be activated when the safety in on or the gun is unarmed
2) It deactivates automatically when the safety is applied.
3) It deactivates automatically when the bolt is opened.

This special system eliminates all possible risks connected with use of the set trigger, which, together
with the standard double safety catch, means that Zoli rifles are truly unbeatable in terms of safe
operations. Safety Catch (Bavarian & Pro S): the AZ1900 was the first standard rifle to be fitted with a
safety with the DSS (Double Safety System) device. With the safety on, a special button opens the bolt
and the round can be removed from the cartridge chamber in complete safety.
35

Evolution

Evolution left

Evolution also introduces a new, removable magazine that comes in 3
different models, to better adapt to all the calibers on offer. The magazine
also contributes to the improved smooth feeding. Evolution provides a
sliding fluidity of the bolt action and a mechanical softness that are both
state-of-the-art. The rifle Evolution is unique as far as smooth operation,
safety, practical use and user-friendliness are concerned. The best manufacturing quality is guaranteed since 100% of its components is made
from steel parts produced employing the most modern CNC machines.
Thanks to this production process, the recoil-lug is directly integrated
with the main body. Evolution is available also in left handed version.

Faithful to the company philosophy based on the continuous innovation
of their products, Zoli is proud to present their new bolt-action rifle,
Evolution. A modern proposal aiming to better understand the needs
of today’s hunter. Evolution offers a new, manual cocking system that
is the best available for this category. The manual cocking system is
ergonomic, silent and intuitive, conferring better comfort and safety.
Evolution introduces a new and innovative trigger mechanism made
from a single, solid steel block. The trigger can work flawlessly thanks to
the use of steel bearing balls and pistons, instead of the more traditional
sears, making it more precise, softer and safer to use.
36
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Evolution Exclusive
The Evolution model is in fact available in both in classic cocking system version and in the new manual cocking system, the latter coupled
to the new trigger group. A combination capable of increasing both the
level of comfort and safety during use.
The stock is made from a Turkish walnut selected blank on is embellished with rosewood inserts and a fine handmade checkering.

The Evolution Exclusive model was designed to meet the needs of demanding and refined customers. All finishes and attention to detail are
entrusted to the long experience of our master gunsmiths.
The deep scroll engraving specifically designed for the Evolution model highlights its low-profile line by combining exclusivity and elegance
with exceptional technical characteristics.
38
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Bavarian S
The HUSQVARNA 1900 rifle has always been famous for
its frame and bolt made from a solid block of steel, very fluid
action and crisp trigger pull. ZOLI is proudly reproducing all
these features and more and offering uncompromised quality
at affordable prices.

The “Bavarian” line comes in different versions all featuring
impressive traditional Mittel-European style Bavarian cheek
pieces. The “DSS” safety system, the “ISS” set trigger and all
safety features available come standard on every bolt action
rifle in the Bavarian line.

Pro S
AZ 1900 Pro S comes with a Montecarlo stock and a traditional cheek piece. The stock has been specially shaped to
perfectly fit the scope and the pistol grip has been studied to
be very ergonomic, facilitate handling and increase comfort.

Even the entry level “Pro S” comes with all safety features
available and has a left handed version.
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TECH SHEET

COLUMBUS
ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Trigger mecchanism
Trigger system
Locking system
BARRELS - 12ga.
Lenght
Top Rib
Top Rib Finishing
Side Rib
Soldering
Chokes
BARRELS - 20, 28, 410ga.
Lenght
Top rib
Side rib
Soldering
Chokes
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed Comb stock 12ga.
Fixed Comb stock 20, 28, 410ga.
FOREND
Forend type 12ga.
Forend type 20, 28, 410ga.

Z-EXPEDITION
Standard configuration
Silver
12-20-28-410
Detachable
Single selective trigger
Boss style locking bolt

Optional/extra charge
Color case hardened or Blued
Non selective trigger

60-67-71 -75
24”-26”-28”- 29,5”
Tapered 11-7mm in a 71, 75cm (28”-29,5”)
Tapered 7-5mm in 67, 71, 75cm (26,28,29,5”)
Slug in 60cm (24”)
Laser
Ventilated
Silver soldering Technology
Interchangable Flush chokes

-

71-75cm ( 28”, 29,5”)
Tapered 11-5mm
Ventilated
Silver soldering Technology
Interchangable flush chokes

BHB system
-

Game stock with rubber pad
Game stock

Left hand version

Rounded
Rounded

Tulip shape - Custom
Tulip shape - Custom

Hand made
Solid side ribs - No side ribs - BHB system
Fixed chokes

NOBILE
ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Trigger mecchanism
Trigger system
Locking system
BARRELS - 12ga.
Lenght
Top Rib
Top Rib Finishing
Side Rib
Soldering
Chokes
BARRELS - 20, 28, 410ga.
Lenght
Top rib
Side rib
Soldering
Chokes
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed Comb stock 12ga.
Fixed Comb stock 20, 28, 410ga.
FOREND
Forend type 12ga.
Forend type 20, 28, 410ga.

ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Trigger mecchanism
Trigger system
Locking system
BARRELS - 12ga.
Lenght
Top Rib
Top Rib Finishing
Side Rib
Soldering
Chokes
BARRELS - 20, 28, 410ga.
Lenght
Top rib
Side rib
Soldering
Chokes
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed Comb stock 12ga.
Fixed Comb stock 20, 28, 410ga.
FOREND
Forend type 12ga.
Forend type 20, 28, 410ga.

Standard configuration
Silver
12-20-28-410
Detachable with Titanium coated components and self-lubricating
springs
Single selective trigger
Boss style locking bolt

Optional/extra charge
Color case hardened or Blued
-

60-67-71 -75 / 24”-26”-28”- 29,5”
Tapered 11-7mm in a 71, 75cm (28”-29,5”)
Tapered 7-5mm in 67, 71, 75cm (26,28,29,5”) / Slug in 60cm (24”)
Laser
Ventilated or Solid
Silver soldering Technology
Interchangable Flush chokes

-

71-75cm ( 28”, 29,5”)
Tapered 11-5mm or Churchill
Ventilated
Silver soldering Technology
Interchangable flush chokes

BHB system
-

Game stock with rubber pad
Game stock

Left hand version

Rounded
Rounded

Tulip shape - Custom
Tulip shape - Custom

Non selective trigger
-

Hand made
Fixed chokes

PERNICE AND PERNICE AMBASSADOR
Standard configuration
Silver
12-20-28-410
Detachable
Single selective trigger
Boss style locking bolt

Optional/extra charge
Color case hardened or Blued
Non selective trigger
-

60-67-71 -75 / 24”-26”-28”- 29,5”
Churchill style
Laser
Solid side rib
Silver soldering Technology
Interchangable Flush chokes

Tapered 11-7mm in a 71, 75cm (28”-29,5”)
Hand made
Fixed chokes

71-75cm ( 28”, 29,5”)
Churchill
Ventilated
Silver soldering Technology
Interchangable flush chokes

Tapered 11-5mm
BHB system
-

Game stock with rubber pad
Game stock

Left hand version

Rounded
Rounded

Tulip shape - Custom
Tulip shape - Custom
44

ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Trigger mecchanism
Trigger system
Locking system
BARRELS - 20, 28, 410ga.
Lenght
Top rib
Side rib
Soldering
Chokes
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed Comb stock 20, 28, 410ga.
FOREND
Forend type 20, 28, 410ga.

Standard configuration
Silver
20-28-410
Detachable with Titanium coated components and self lubricants
springs
Single selective trigger
Boss style locking bolt

Optional/extra charge
Color case hardened or Blued
-

71-75-81 ( 28”, 29,5, 32”)
Churchill
Solid
Silver soldering Technology
Interchangable flush chokes

Fixed (Only on 20ga)

Prince of wales stock

Left hand version

Rounded

Tulip shape - Custom

45

Non selective trigger – automatic safety
-

TECH SHEET
EVOLUTION EXCLUSIVE
FOCUS & FOCUS LUX
ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Trigger mecchanism
Trigger system
Locking system
Locking system
BARRELS
Lenght
Top Rib
Top Rib Finishing
Side Rib
Soldering
Sight
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed stock
FOREND
Forend type

Standard configuration
Silver
30-06, 30RBlaser, 8x57js, 9,3x74r, 300WM
Detachable trigger mecchanism
Single trigger or double trigger with stecher
Boss style locking bolt
Two locks system

Optional/extra charge
Color case hardened or Blued

55cm - 22”
Standard express on model Focus, hand made shaped on Focus Lux
Laser
Solid and adjustable in front
Silver soldering Technology
Adjustable front sight and fixed rear sight

Hand made
-

Bavarian style stock

Left hand version

Tulip shape

Tulip shape - Custom

-

-

CORONA & CORONA SP
ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Trigger mecchanism
Trigger system
Locking system
BARRELS
Lenght
Top Rib
Top Rib Finishing
Side Rib
Soldering
Sight
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed stock
FOREND
Forend type

Standard configuration
Silver
12/76, 20/76
222rem, 223rem, 243win, 5,6x50rm, 5,6x52s, 270win, 308win, 30-06,
30r blaser, 6,5x55, 7x57r, 7x65r, 8x57jrs, 9,3x74r
Detachable trigger mecchanism on model Corona
Fixed trigger mecchanism with hand cocking system on model
Corona SP
double trigger with stecher
Boss style locking bolt

Optional/extra charge
Color case hardened or Blued
-

60cm - 24”
Standard
Laser
Solid
Silver soldering Technology
Adjustable front sight and fixed rear sight

Hand made
-

Bavarian style stock

Left hand version

Tulip shape

Tulip shape - Custom

Stecher

EVOLUTION
ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Magazine
Trigger system
Cocking system
Locking system
BARRELS
Lenght
Sights
Finishing
Diameter
Thread for Silencer
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed stock

Standard configuration
Black with mat satin finishing
308win, 30-06, 8x57js
Detachable magazine
Single direct trigger
Hand cocking system
Two locks system

Optional/extra charge
-

53cm / 21”
No sights
Mat satin black finishing
17mm
15x1

Battue sights
15,5mm
-

Classic style stock

Left hand version
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ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Trigger mecchanism

Magazine
Cocking system
Trigger system
Locking system
BARRELS
Lenght
Sights
Finishing
Diameter
Thread for Silencer
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed stock
FOREND
Fixed stock

Standard configuration
Silver with deep scroll engraving
243win, 25-06, 6,5x55se, 6,5x57M, 270win, 270WM,
7x64, 7mmRM, 300wm, 338wm, 9,3x62m, 308win, 30-06, 8x57js
Detachable trigger mecchanism on model Corona
Fixed trigger mecchanism with hand cocking system on model
Corona SP
Detachable magazine or fixed floor plate
Hand cocking system
Single direct trigger
Two locks system

Optional/extra charge
-

53cm -60cm / 21” -24”
No sights
Blueing
15,5mm - 17mm (only on 308win, 30-06, 8x57js)

Battue sights or standard sights

-

Stecher

On demand
Bavarian style stock

Left hand version

Bavarian style stock

-

Standard configuration
Blued
243win, 25-06, 6,5x55se, 6,5x57M, 270win, 270WM, 7x64,
7mmRM, 300wm, 338wm, 9,3x62m, 308win, 30-06, 8x57js
Fixed floor plate
Single direct trigger
Standard
Two locks system

Optional/extra charge
-

BAVARIAN
ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Magazine
Trigger system
Cocking system
Locking system
BARRELS
Lenght
Sights
Finishing
Diameter
Thread for Silencer
STOCK (read more on page…)
Fixed stock

53cm , 60cm, 65cm (only available on 270wm and 7mmRM)
21”, 24”, 25,5” (only available on 270wm and 7mmRM)
No sights
blued
15,5mm - 17mm (only on 308win, 30-06, 8x57js)
-

Detachable magazine
Stecher
-

Battue sights

On demand

Bavarian style stock

Left hand version

Standard configuration
Blued
243win, 25-06, 6,5x55se, 6,5x57M, 270win, 270WM, 7x64,
7mmRM, 300wm, 338wm, 9,3x62m, 308win, 30-06, 8x57js
Fixed floor plate
Single direct trigger
Standard
Two locks system

Optional/extra charge
-

53cm , 60cm, 65cm (only available on 270wm and 7mmRM) / 21”,
24”, 25,5” (only available on 270wm and 7mmRM)
No sights
blued
15,5mm / 17mm (only on 308win, 30-06, 8x57js)
-

-

Montecarlo stock

Left hand version

PRO S
ACTION
Forged monlithic frame
Calibers
Magazine
Trigger system
Cocking system
Locking system
BARRELS
Lenght
Sights
Finishing
Diameter
Thread for Silencer
STOCK
Fixed stock
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Detachable magazine
Stecher
-

Battue sights
On demand
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